READING GUIDE
ETHIOPIA
Here is a brief selection of favorite, new and hard-to-find books, prepared for your journey.
Ryszard Kapuscinski
The Emperor, Downfall of an Autocrat

Tilahun Gabriel

ETP10 | 1989 | 180 pages | PAPER
In 1975, Kapuscinski traveled throughout
Ethiopia and listened to stories about the
Supreme Emperor Haile Selassie told by the
servants and associates that surrounded him
while Ethiopia collapsed around him.
Kapuscinski transformed the interviews into a
powerful narrative of the high living and unimaginable
abuse within the ancient regime.

ETP06 | 2017 | 240 pages | PAPER
A handy phrasebook for Amharic basics. This guide
focuses on pronunciation, basic grammar and
essential vocabulary for the traveler.

$14.95
Nega Mezlekia
Notes from the Hyena's Belly, An Ethiopian
Boyhood
ETP26 | 2002 | 351 pages | PAPER
A memoir of childhood in Ethiopia
after the downfall of Emperor Haile Selassie.
Mezlekia, who was born in Jigiga in 1958, chronicles
his early childhood, youthful political activism and
conscription into a guerrilla army.
$23.00
Sarah Howard
Culture Smart! Ethiopia
ETP41 | 2009 | 168 pages | PAPER
A concise, well-illustrated and practical guide to
local customs, etiquette and culture, equally of
interest to the traveler and business person.

Lonely Planet Ethiopian Amharic Phrasebook

$9.99
Jeff Koehler
Where the Wild Coffee Grows, The Untold Story
of Coffee from the Cloud Forests of Ethiopia to
Your Cup
ETP56 | 2017 | 288 pages | HARD COVER
Blending history, culture and his own travels, Koehler
offers a rich report on the coffee culture of southwest
Ethiopia and its world-famous Arabica beans. With
climate change affecting nearly all coffee production,
Koehler argues that the birthplace of c
$28.00
Harold Marcus
A History of Ethiopia
ETP01 | 2002 | 300 pages | PAPER
A challenging, in-depth survey of Africa's oldest
nation, ranging from prehistory to 1991; organized
chronologically, it features three chapters on the long
reign of Haile Sellassie -- his rise to power and
eventual overthrow.
$34.95
Julieta Preston

$9.95
Philip Briggs
Bradt Guide Ethiopia
ETP05 | 2015 | 640 pages | PAPER
A region-by-region overview of the country with brief
introductory chapters on wildlife, culture and history
for the traveler. Includes 65 maps and a section of
color photographs.

Ethiopia, Past and Present
ETP54 | 2016 | 180 pages | HARD COVER
Interweaving photographs of Ethiopia today with
classic images from the 1960s, this remarkable
panoply of photographs captures the landscapes
and cultural heritage of Ethiopia.
$40.00

$27.99

Alan Moorehead

itmb

The Blue Nile

Ethiopia Map

EGY67 | 2000 | 320 pages | PAPER
In this grand history of exploration and events on the
great river from 1798 to 1869, Moorehead follows the
course of the Blue Nile from the Ethiopian highlands
through Sudan and Egypt to the Mediterranean.

ETP14 | 2011 | 2 pages | MAP
A full-color, shaded relief map of Ethiopia at a scale
of 1:2,000,000, featuring an inset of central Adis
Ababa and an index of place names.
$12.95

Maitland Armstrong Edey, Donald Johanson
Also Recommended

Frances Linzee Gordon
Lonely Planet Ethiopia Djibouti & Somaliland
ETP30 | 2013 | 404 pages | PAPER
A comprehensive guide in the Lonely Planet style
featuring maps, background detail on the country and
culture -- and practical information for the traveler.
$27.99

$14.99
Lucy, The Beginnings of Humankind ATP06
| 1990 | 409 pages | PAPER
The original, influential account of the thrilling
discovery of Lucy in 1974 and the impact of
the discovery on ideas about human evolution.
$17.00
Tahir Shah
In Search of King Solomon's Mines
ETP28 | 2012 | 240 pages | PAPER
A man with a passion for tracking down oddball
legends and impossible stories, Shah tackles, in this
rollicking account, Ethiopia and the legendary home
of the Queen of Sheba. $14.99

